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Abstract. The automatic collection of data concerning the interaction
between students and Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) systems
has become increasingly common. Such data availability has led to ap-
plications of Learning Analytics (LA) techniques, characterized by the
capability of extracting non-trivial patterns from them. In this frame-
work, we describe the methodology we are adopting to explore the way
students learn the concepts of digital electronics by exploiting LA. In par-
ticular, a simulator named DEEDS (Digital Electronics Education and
Design Suite) is used, and we aim at extracting non-trivial knowledge
from data, gathered through a logging application, properly realized for
monitoring DEEDS usage.1
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1 Learning Analytics with DEEDS Simulator

Learning Analytics (LA) has developed remarkably in the last decade in the
field of higher education by focusing on learning processes [1–3]. By adopting
methods of analytics in e-learning, researchers gain more insight into the data
collected from students through building models [4]. In the context of TEL,
simulation-based environments are efficient tools to improve learning [5]. In this
framework, we concentrate on higher education and use DEEDS simulator (Dig-
ital Electronics Education and Design Suite) [6] which is used for e-learning in
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digital electronics. We aim to extract precious knowledge via LA methods from
data, gathered through a logging application called ’LA Data Collector’ (LADC).
This study was carried out on the students of Digital Electronics course at the
University of Genoa during the spring semester, 2014.

In particular, a comprehensive experiment is designed and around 120 stu-
dents participated in. An instructional design of the experiment to log the inter-
action data for comparing to the learning outcomes is performed. This leads us
to discover common patterns and cross-correlations between variables for profil-
ing students learning activities and attitudes. The activity data from the whole
course by LADC is collected from over 95% of students (see Figure 1). During the
experiment, observation, interview, and demographic questionnaire were carried
out to acquire the learners’ background, motivation, and feedback. A dataset
concerning the learners’ behavior and their key performance indicators, while
interacting with the simulator is being prepared and will be made available as a
valuable source for the research community.

Fig. 1. DEEDS simulator used by a student trying to solve an exercise. On the lower
left, the log data is shown as well as the LADC interface.
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